Starboard Weekly Report Ending June 30, 2017
Charts of the Week

This week’s topic is silver. On the top chart we have the weekly relative strength of the
commodity pricing of silver vs. gold. The bottom one is a weekly stock price chart of
major silver producer First Majestic Silver (AG). Both charts are from StockCharts.com.

TECHNICAL
Both charts have triangles marking the last trading bottom for the silver gold relative
strength as well as the movement in the bottom chart of Majestic Silver’s (AG’s) share
price. In a strong precious metals market silver often leads gold, as was the case from its
bottom in early 2016. As the commodity price silver strengthens, the stocks often take off
like a rocket ship. AG increased just under 8 times from its low of $2.40 in January to
$19.15 in August. Please note how the triangles that broke out in January 2016 look similar
to today’s weekly price action in both charts; minus the breakout. The ratio of an ounce of
silver to gold is now at 75 to 1 and it historically runs in a range from 90 to 1 to 35 to 1.
During the 8 month period above, following the 2016 bottom, the ratio went from 77 times
down to 65 times. However, during the last eight months of the bull market top in 2011 the
ratio went from 68 to 32 times. We maintain an approximate 25% ratio of silver to gold in
our precious metal positions, but that may be increased if silver breaks out.

FUNDAMENTAL
The supply demand metrics for this metal have improved with the advent of new electronic
and solar uses for silver. The industrial uses for this grey metal make it more economically
sensitive than gold. Two-thirds of silvers world mining supply gets consumed as opposed
to gold, which mostly sits in bank vaults and museums. The world quantity of silver to gold
in the ground is 18 silver to 1 gold while the price is at a 75 to 1 ratio. That makes silver
cheap, both historically as well as from a long-term supply and demand perspective.
Attached to your email is an accompanying research report from Sprott Institutional that
enhances the strong case for silver ownership.

ASIDE
“But you have no silver linings without a cloud.” English Author Angela Carter
The last cloud caused an 85% decline from August 2011 to January 2016. Most of that
cloudy risk now appears to be behind silver; however, it is volatile.
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